Abstract-Conventional lane change methods directly collected steering angle data via onboard sensors to accurately capture the actions of individual drivers. We can hardly use such methods to collect massive data from examinees, because of time and financial costs. In order to retrieve common steering behaviors for lots of drivers, we propose a method to retrieve common discretionary lane change (DLC) steering characteristics from trajectory data. The key technique of this new method is solving an inverse problem that converts the measured trajectory into the unmeasured steering maneuvers under the assumed vehicle movement dynamics. We find that most normal DLC trajectories in the next generation simulation datasets could be well reproduced by a simple target heading angle preview control model. This finding sheds important light into driver behavior study and better explains how human control vehicles. Based on these findings, we can nonintrusively evaluate driving performance or physiological states of drivers based on online roadside monitoring data (e.g., the data collected from roadside video cameras). This opens a promising field of applications for enhancing driving safety.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
RIVING behaviors attract attentions from investigators of traffic safety [1] , developers of advanced driver-assistance systems (ADASs) [2] - [3] , designers of microscopic simulation software [4] - [6] and researchers in many other fields. Recent studies had proven that it is important to integrate driving behavior models into ADASs design to reduce drivers' burden and also enhance driving safety [7] .
In this paper, we focus on a subtopic within this field: lane changing behaviors modeling [8] . As well known, there are two types of lane changes: Mandatory Lane Changes (MLC) occurs when drivers must change lane to follow their paths; and Discretionary Lane Changes (DLC) occurs when drivers change lane to improve navigation speeds. A variety of lane change models were then proposed to describe these two kinds of lane changes. Most of these models emphasize decision process of lane change [9] - [12] . Differently, in this paper, we will address drivers' steering maneuvers and associate visual attentions. To concentrate on human steering features, we will focus on DLC in this paper.
In general, we have two kinds of approaches to describe DLC maneuvers. The first kind of approaches uses onboard meters to record a DLC maneuver as a time series of steering angles [13] - [15] . Such approaches capture accurate information of individual drivers. However, it is hard to retrieve common features of DLC maneuvers from many candidates via this kind of approaches, since it requires significant financial and time costs to collect massive field test data from lots of examinees. Moreover, whether one driver's behavior remains unchanged within urban streets and proving grounds needs to be further validated [16] .
The second kind of approaches uses a time series of vehicle trajectory to describe a DLC maneuver [17] - [19] . With quick development of computer vision and machine learning skills, video-based vehicle trajectory monitoring technologies become pervasive in practice and provide a huge amount of data to support driver behavior study [20] - [21] . Vehicle trajectories contain rich information of individual drivers and allow us to study interactions between drivers or even monitor behaviors of drivers online.
It had been shown that most observed DLC trajectories have a similar "S"-shape. In [19] , it had been further demonstrated via Next Generation Simulation (NGSIM) dataset [22] that the kernel part of a normal DLC trajectory can be approximately depicted by a certain 5th-order polynomial and the durations of DLC maneuvers follow a speed-dependent log-normal distribution. NGSIM is a public-open dataset consist of detailed vehicle trajectory, wide-area detector, and supporting data for researching driver behavior. Its high-resolution trajectory data had been used in a number of traffic flow and driving behavior studies.
Although we can use these DLC trajectory models to notably improve both temporal and spatial accuracy of microscopic traffic simulation models, we still need to further explain what physiological characteristics of drivers lead to these "S"-shape trajectories. In other words, we aim to integrate steering type and trajectory type studies on DLC maneuvers.
One potential way to reach this goal is the global trajectoryoriented steering control models. Such models assume that a driver will first generate in his/her mind the whole "S"-shape DLC trajectories that mostly fits empirical ones [23] - [26] and then implement a steering control to guarantee vehicles track the planned trajectories [27] - [31] . However, these models artificially separate DLC maneuvers into two parts: trajectory generation/planning and trajectory tracking. This separation lacks of psychology supports.
Another way to integrate these two kinds of studies is the local deviation-oriented steering control models. Such models often assume a driver evaluates his/her deviation to the desired DLC state from time to time and apply a steering control to reduce the estimated deviation. The "S"-shape DLC trajectory will be then generated naturally but not intentionally [32] - [36] .
Such models are called preview/prediction model, too. The term preview means that a human driver will perceive future path information within a finite future distance through visual cues. The term prediction means that a human driver will establish a vehicle dynamic model in his/her mind and predict vehicle's future trajectories.
However, such approaches usually calibrate and validate their models according to the recorded steering angle time series. As a result, the common DLC characteristics of many examinees are left unsolved due to costs limits.
Recently, yet an alternative way to integrate both kinds of studies was proposed in [37] , where we need both steering angle data and the corresponding trajectory. In current market vehicles, the steering angle can be measured by on-board sensors. However, the heading angle and the real-time position need additional high-resolution GPS sensors. We cannot install such sensors on thousands of vehicles, because of the time and financial costs. So, we directly estimate steering maneuvers from empirical DLC trajectories. However, the estimation algorithm proposed in [37] is time consuming and is also sensitive to measurement errors. This prevents us retrieving the common features of drivers from massive trajectory data. Nevertheless, the psychological origins of the steering control strategy were not analyzed in [37] .
In this paper, we propose a new method to retrieve common DLC behaviors from massive vehicle trajectories retrieved from video data. As a result, we can non-intrusively evaluate driving performance or physiological states of drivers. As shown in [7] , when on-board video sensors are unavailable, we often resort to indirect measurements as an alternative to monitor driving actions. Following this idea, we can establish a detection model for abnormal lane changing behaviors based on position measurement of vehicles. If the estimated heading angle changes too abruptly during lane change for multiple times, we may concern whether the driver is in abnormal state or his/her driving performance is good enough to run on road. This opens a promising field of applications for enhancing driving safety.
Based on the estimated steering angle time series, we find that most DLC trajectories recorded in NGSIM datasets could be reproduced by a simple target heading angle model. This finding sheds important light into DLC behavior study and better explains how human drivers control vehicles.
To present the details, the rest of this paper is arranged as follows: Section II reviews the bicycle model of steering maneuvers and then discusses how to use it to estimate driving maneuvers from vehicle trajectory data. Section III studies a target heading angle model to explain drivers' control strategy during DLC. Estimating the steering maneuvers of the sampled trajectories from NGSIM dataset, Section IV discusses the common features of DLC actions based on the proposed target heading angle model. Fig. 1 gives the flowchart of all the issues studied in this paper. Finally, Section V concludes the findings and discusses the possible applications of the proposed model.
II. ESTIMATING STEERING MANEUVERS FROM TRAJECTORIES
A. The Bicycle Model
The key technique of our estimation method is solving an inverse problem that converts the measured trajectory into the unmeasured steering maneuvers under the assumed vehicle movement dynamics. Therefore, we will briefly introduce the vehicle model in this section.
Since most vehicles recorded in NGSIM datasets are front steering vehicles, we choose the frequently applied Bicycle model (shown in Fig. 2 actions, the steering angle usually remains so small that the error can be tolerated. As shown in [38] - [39] , the Bicycle model is accurate enough for our study. It should be pointed out that we could apply certain nonlinear lateral motion models when we estimate the steering action. However, we need to further connect the lateral motion model that we used to the preview control model. If a nonlinear kinematic model is used, we cannot directly apply it to the previous control model. So, we choose the bicycle model here. Table I lists the corresponding symbols used in this paper.
In short, the Bicycle model assumes that the steering angle δ f (t) causes the change of yaw rate r(t), displacement from the front tire to the guideline y f (t) (we used vision sensor to measure the displacement from the front time. The reference point locates at the desired trajectory such that the line segment links the front tire and the reference point is perpendicular to the center line of the vehicle), and heading angle ψ(t).
The detailed time-domain system dynamic equation is written as [39 
where
in whichm = m/λ andĨ z = I z /λ are the normalized mass and inertia, respectively. We use parameter λ to model road adhesion. For dry road, we often set λ = 1; and for wet road, λ = 0.5. Since NGSIM dataset were collected in sunny days, we set λ = 1 in the rest of this paper. During a lane change, we vary the steering angle δ f (t) so as to change y f (t) from 0 to a desired value after certain time interval; meanwhile, we need to guarantee r(t) and ψ(t) are approximately 0 at the beginning time and the ending time of lane change.
For simplicity, we neglect the gap between the front bump and the front tire of the vehicle in this paper. So, a trajectory recorded in NGSIM dataset refers to the trajectory of the front tire of the studied vehicle in the follows.
We had also investigated the speed change during DLC manoeuver in reference [17] . Tests showed that drivers usually do not significantly change their speeds during DLC. So, we do not further discuss the speeds on different lanes and assume a constant speed when using Bicycle model.
B. The Estimation Algorithm of Steering Maneuvers
Based on the time-domain model (1), we can eliminate the other variables and derive the time-domain transfer function between δ f (t) and y f (t) as
2 are constant coefficients determined from (1); see Appendix I for detailed expression of these coefficients.
Since we can retrieve y f (t) and all its first-order as well as higher-order derivatives from trajectory data, the right hand side of (3) will be determined. Then, with given vehicle parameters, we can solve the unmeasured δ f (t) from a second-order ordinal differential equation (ODE) . Noticing that this is a well-posed ODE problem, we can easily reconstruct all the status variables of the vehicle by applying the bicycle model (1), if δ(t) is known.
However, there are mainly three difficulties in applying this solving algorithm.
First, raw trajectory data contain some abnormal driving maneuvers [17] , [19] ; see Fig. 3 for an example. So, we may draw biased conclusions, if raw data labeled as DLC cases in NGSIM were directly used without properly examination. To solve this problem, we follow the suggestion given in [19] and use trajectory clustering methods [40] - [41] to automatically filter out abnormal DLC lane change maneuvers from massive sampled data. The details of such filtering can be found in [19] and are thus omitted here.
Second, raw trajectory data are not smooth and contains some measurement errors. We should smooth out these small bursts in y f (t) to avoid that large peaks appear in the higher-order derivatives of y f (t).
In this paper, we choose the B-spline approximation method [40] to fit and smooth the trajectory. The term "B-spline" is an abbreviation for basis spline. In short, a spline function is a piecewise polynomial function. The places where these pieces meet are called knots. The number of knots are constrained so that the spline function has limited support. The key property of spline functions is that they are continuous at the knots, so the derivatives of a spline function may also be continuous. Thus, B-spline curve has good mathematical properties including the continuity and smoothness for certain order derivatives. It guarantee the estimated higher-order derivatives of y f (t) are robust to measurement noises or small disturbances.
Particularly in this paper, we chose 5th-order B-spline in order to obtain continuous and smooth 4th-order derivatives of y f (t). Fig. 4 demonstrates the estimated steering angle time series with and without B-spline approximation.
Third, the second-order ODE (3) of δ f (t) is stiff. We should be careful in choosing the numerical algorithms. Some detailed explanations on stiff ODE and the corresponding numerical algorithms could be found in [43] . We will not further discuss this problem here.
C. The Trajectory Dataset
The trajectory data used in this paper are obtained from two locations. The first part of data was collected on U.S. Highway . After filtering, we will get 1027 normal DLC trajectories [19] .
Following the suggestions given in [19] , we only consider the kernel part of each lane changing trajectory with a uniform length (20 seconds) in this paper, because few normal lane changes last longer than 20 seconds [44] - [45] . Suppose the lane change happens at time T (as defined in NGSIM, the time that the center of the vehicle passes the lane boundary), the segment of this trajectory with time range t ∈ [T − 10 s, T + 10 s] will be then studied. This alignment trick prevents obtaining large Euclidean distance between two similar trajectories due to time shifts.
D. The Influence of the Uncertainties in Vehicle Parameters
After solving these three difficulties, we can estimate driver steering maneuvers from trajectory with given Bicycle model. However, we cannot determine all parameters of the Bicycle model corresponding to a trajectory directly. Therefore, we need to discuss the influence of the uncertainties in vehicle parameters.
l f and l r are a pair of important parameters. Based on video processing, the vehicle length l f + l r can be obtained directly from raw data of NGSIM. So we assume it is accurate enough. What we do not know is the partition between l f and l r .
The remaining uncertainty in vehicle geometry is the location of gravity center. Tests show that, if we vary l f from 1.5 m to 2.9 m and meanwhile keep the vehicle length l f + l r fixed, the estimated steering angles times series are roughly the same, with other parameters of the Bicycle model remain unchanged; see Fig. 5 for an example.
The mass and inertia moment of vehicles are another pair of important parameters. For the vehicles in NGSIM dataset, the mass of vehicles should be 1000 kg∼2500 kg; and the inertia moment will be proportional to the mass. If we vary m from 1000 kg∼2500 kg and meanwhile keep the inertia moment proportional to the value of mass, the estimated steering angles times series are almost the same, with other parameters of the Bicycle model remain unchanged; see Fig. 6 for an example. This is partly because the change of m and I z will leads to the proportional changes of the coefficients a 11 , a 12 , a 21 , a 22 , b 11 , b 21 in (1). So, the steering angle time series will not be notably altered.
The above tests indicate that the estimation results are not sensitive to the uncertainties in length parameters l f and l r , as well as mass parameter m and I z . Fig. 7 shows the estimated steering angles times series when we vary c f as well as c r and keep other parameters unchanged. It indicates the estimated steering angles are sensitive to the uncertainties in stiffness coefficients. However, the steering angle time series estimated by using different c f /c r have similar trends. Since it is hard to quantitatively determine the uncertainty range of stiffness coefficients c f and c r from video data, we investigate why the varying trend of steering angle time series will be preserved no matter what values of c f and c r are used in Section III. The conclusion would help design better ADASs.
III. THE TARGET HEADING ANGLE MODEL
A. Model Presentation
Various models were proposed to mimic human's preview and predictive behavior during DLC. In this section, we will verify a simple target heading angle control model given in [34] , based on the estimated steering angle time series.
The target point is defined as a look-ahead point away from current vehicle position. In [36] , a driver was assumed to choose a point on the center line of adjacent lane (guideline in Fig. 1 ) with a certain preview distance away as the target point, when he/she decides to make a lane change; see Fig. 8 . This target point was not fixed and would move forward along the center line of adjacent lane during the lane change.
Suppose a drivers conducts steering prediction according to the so called target heading angle ψ des (t) which is the angle between the tangent line of vehicle trajectory and the guideline [36] . As shown in Fig. 9 . Let us define P as current position of the CG of vehicle; T as the target point; point O as the center of the circle curve corresponding to the vehicle trajectory at time t, if the driver keeps its current yaw rate and speed; and R(t) = OP = OT is the radius of this circle curve at time t. In this study, R(t) is about 30 m and l f is about 2 m. Since R(t) is much larger than l f , we directly take the displacement from CG to the guideline as y f , without causing large error. We can then define α(t) to represent the angle between the P T and OP , and θ(t) as the angle between guide line and P T . From Fig. 9 , we know that
where d is the preview distance. Moreover, we have
holds for the heading angle. It was claimed in [36] that drivers do not consider a desired heading angle ψ as a control command to turn the steering wheel. Instead, drivers consider the changing rate of heading angle as the reference. They will determine what the steering rate is needed based on the target angle error and turn the steering wheel accordingly.
To explain drivers' feedback on the target angle error, it was assumed in [36] that the steering rates are proportional to the heading angle errorṡ
where k(t) refers to the time-variant feedback gain, Δt refers to the time delay between human eye perception and muscle response. This steering law is in agreement with the model proposed in [46] . It captures the key steering mechanisms from a control perspective and meanwhile provides a psychophysical explanation for driver steering maneuvers. How to estimate k(t) then becomes an important task, if we want to check the common steering characteristics shared by most drivers during DLC.
B. Estimation of Control Law
A direct estimation on k(t) can be derived from the control law (7) as
As mentioned in Section II-B, the steering rateδ f (t) and the heading angle ψ(t) can be reconstructed from steering maneuvers algorithm proposed in previous section. If the preview distance is assumed to be a constant and is pre-selected, and the desired heading angle ψ des (t) is calculated via (6) .
However, we need to determine the starting point of DLC maneuvers before calculating k(t). As mentioned above, we had truncated all the studied trajectory segments by a 20-second time window, but the actual duration for a DLC maneuver may be less than 20 seconds.
We had carefully investigated the bias of data error in reference and its influence on the duration of DLC actions [19] . Using the methods proposed in [19] together with smoothing techniques proposed in this paper, we could filter most influence of error data on DLC action modeling.
So, when we solved the inverse problem (3), the begin and end times of DLC actions can be also determined naturally, if we select a threshold for the steering angle δ f (t) to check whether the DLC had happened. The threshold we set in this paper is the "10%" rule.
A method proposed in [19] can be used to solve this problem, which is based on the lateral speed of vehicle. As shown in Fig. 10 , we start from time point of the max positive steering angle and search the first time point T end along the time axis when the value of steering angle falls below 10% of the max positive steering angle. Similarly, we start from time point of the max negative steering angle and search the time point T begin against the time axis when the value of steering angle rises above 10% of the max negative steering angle. The found T begin and T end are defined as the begin and end time points of this DLC maneuver.
After determining the begin and end time points of a DLC maneuver, we can get the corresponding feedback gain from (8) . Fig. 11 shows k(t) for the no. 383 trajectory. We can see that k(t) contains two jerks, when the heading angle error is near zero. This phenomenon is caused by the numerical instability of(8) when the denominator is near zero.
Neglecting these two jerks, we can see that the entire process can be divided into two regimes. During the first regime (e.g., from 7.5 s to 12.2 s in Fig. 11 ), the feedback gain increases gradually from 0 to a constant. During the second regime comes (e.g., from 8.5 s to 14 s in Fig. 11 ), the feedback gain approximately keeps the same.
In order to find a minimum set to describe drivers' DLC maneuvers under different speed, we propose a four-factor set to characterize drivers' DLC maneuvers based on the above finding. These factors are: 1) the preview distance d; 2) the increasing rate of k(t) in the first regime; 3) the value of k(t) in the second regime; 4) the perception-response delay Δt. Fig. 11 . The estimated feedback gain k(t) for the no. 383 trajectory, where we find T begin = 7.5 s, T end = 12.2 s and Δt = 0.14 s, after we calibrate the parameters from the trajectory.
The last factor is considered, since several previous studies assumed that this factor may influence the preview control. As suggested in [36] , the driver time delay is usually a small value between 0 s-0.2 s.
To retrieve the driving features of massive drivers, we search a tetrad of these factors that produces a trajectory that fits the empirical trajectory best. More precisely, we get the feedback gain from (8) and calculate the corresponding steering actions δ f (t). Then, we feed this δ f (t) into(1) to get the simulated vehicle trajectory. Finally, we compare the simulated and empirical trajectories.
In this paper, we use the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) index to evaluate the difference between the model produced trajectory/steering angle and the empirical ones. Particularly, we consider the following four RMSE indices
2 dt (10)
where y f (t) refers to the empirical trajectory andŷ f (t) refers to the model produced one. T start and T end are the start and end time of a DLC process respectively. y f (t) andŷ f (t) refers to the first order derivative of empirical trajectory and model produced one, respectively.
We add up these four RMSE values together to get the final evaluation index value. The smaller this value is, the better model produced trajectories fits empirical ones. 
IV. THE COMMON FEATURES OF MASSIVE EXAMINEES
Applying the method proposed in previous section, we checked all 1027 trajectories and estimated the corresponding four factors. The four factors in our model, namely gain value, gain increasing rate, delay, and preview distance, are plotted with respect to each vehicle's average speed during DLC, in bivariate scatter plot and marginal histogram plot; see Figs. 12-15.
The corresponding parameters of the bicycle model are chosen as m = 1500 kg, I z = 2500 kg·m 2 , c f = 50000 N/rad, c r = 64000 N/rad, l f = l r = 2.2 m.
Based on the marginal histogram plots, it is clear that all these factors are neither uniformly nor normally distributed. However, the gain value, gain increasing rate and delay for driver do not change with respect to average speed during DLC; while preview distance changes roughly linearly with average speed. This indicates that the faster a driver runs a vehicle, the further target he/she will look at.
To quantitatively validate the possible dependences between these factors and speed, a dependence test is executed. Since Table II shows the corresponding results. The P-value indicates the critical value for rejecting the hypothesis that the two variables are independent at a confidence level of 0.05. If the statistic result is less than the p-value, the hypothesis cannot be rejected and in other words, these two variables are dependent.
As expected, test results show that the first three factors, gain value, gain increasing rate, and delay, are independent with respect to speed; while, preview distance has a strong positive correlation with speed.
We estimated the relationship between preview distance and driving speed using a robust linear fit method proposed in [47] . Table III ) are adopted. To make the plot clear, we show only 15% points which are randomly sampled from each dataset. This robust fit procedure uses reweighted least squares with a Talwar weighting function. The final fitted line is d(v) = 11.07 + 1.82v (13) which indicates most drivers will look at a further target when they drive faster. Roughly, the preview distance will increase by 1.82 m when the speed increases by 1 m/s. As mentioned in Section II-C, the major shortcoming of the proposed lane change behavior estimation method is we cannot accurately retrieve the stiffness coefficients c f and c r from video data. Thus, it is necessary to check whether the choice of c f and c r 's values will influence the above conclusions.
Further tests show that the joint distribution patterns of the factors and speed will not significantly change, if we choose different physical parameters of vehicles. Particularly, Fig. 16 shows the relations between preview distance and speed, when three different parameter sets (shown in Table III) are adopted.
From Fig. 16 , we can see that the linear dependence between preview distance and speed remains almost unchanged. The other two fitted lines are d(v) = 11.00 + 1.90v (14) d(v) = 9.95 + 1.99v (15) Varying the parameters within the possible values, we find that the preview distance will usually increase by 1.8 ssm∼2.1 m when the speed increases by 1 m/s. This finding is in accordance with our daily driving experience and could be viewed as a common feature of drivers. The corresponding physiological factors behind this interesting phenomenon still needs further discussions.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new method to retrieve common discretionary lane changing characteristics from lots of drivers, based on their recorded trajectories.
In short, we first explain how to solve the steering actions from the trajectories as an inverse problem, with the parameters of vehicle dynamics are assumed. Then, we assume that human drivers perceive future path information within a finite future distance through visual cues and apply a piecewise-linear feedback to control the angle between the preview target point and the road guideline. Test results support this assumption and further indicate that only preview distance changes roughly linearly with average speed during DLC.
However, it must be pointed out there are many alternative models in this field [48] - [49] . Constrained by the length limit, we only validate the estimated steering maneuvers with the model proposed in [36] , [46] . We plan to check other models in our coming reports.
Besides, the recorded vehicle speeds are generally slow in the NGSIM data, since the data are collected at ramping region in rush hours and the traffic are congested. So, the DLC actions in high speed driving scenarios still need to be investigated in the future. We plan to collect more trajectory data in free flow states and study their features in the future.
This new method provides us a novel way to study drivers' normal behaviors outside the proving ground. We believe the obtained conclusions will benefit human behavior study, traffic safety analyze and traffic flow theory research. For example, based on the conclusions obtained, we may non-intrusively evaluate driving performance or physiological states of drivers based on online roadside traffic monitoring data (e.g., trajectory data collected from roadside video cameras). This opens a promising field of applications for enhancing driving safety under the newly emerging Cyber-Physics-Systems framework [50] .
APPENDIX I
From the time-domain system dynamic equation shown in(1), we can get the following equations as shown in(A1)-(A4). 
